## 45th Permanent High Level Group

**Location:** Energy Community Secretariat  
1010 Vienna, Am Hof 4, Level 5

**Time:** 17 February, 10:00 – 15:00

### 1. Treaty amendments (Presidency, EU, EnCS) 10:00 – 11:00

1. Welcome and introduction (Presidency, EU, EnCS)

2. Presentation and first discussion on proposals for Treaty amendment

| Annex 1 | For discussion |

### (All members) 11:00 – 12:00

3. Taking stock of possible further proposals or issues for Treaty amendment

| Discussion |

Coffee break 12:00 – 12:15

### (All members) 12:15 – 13:30

4. Discussion on issues and options for Energy Community Treaty amendment

| Discussion |

### Lunch break with Bilaterals 13:30 – 14:30

### 2. Wrap up and next steps (Presidency, EU, EnCS) 14:30 – 15:00

---

1 Delegations are invited to propose and explain further issues for the Energy Community Treaty amendment.